
 
 
 

7 DAYS IN ALASKA - HOSPITALITY RIDER 
 
 

 
 

 
This rider is for covering the information about the needs for travel, backstage, 
accommodation, drinks and food. Hopefully this makes the communication easier, but 
please let us know as fast as possible if it doesn't suit your booking of the band! 
 
 
Contact information TM / Booking: 
 
Booking: Jørgen Bertelsen / jorgen@ksbooking.no / +47 98034060 
Tour Manager / Sound Engineer: Ole Gunnersen / ole@gunnersen.no / +47 99999999 
Band: Christer Gundersen / +47 9999999 
 
Travelers: 
 
Martin Bjerke - Band / Vocal  
Christer Gundersen - Band / Guitar  
Simen Sandnes - Band / Drums  
Ole Gunnersen - TM and tech guy 
( + Sometimes we have our own video photographer with us ) 
 
Hotel needs: 
 
4 Single rooms, non smoke, standard hotel rooms with own bathrooms  
No needs for minibar or included dinner at hotel if covered at the venue 
 
Other alternative (To be agreed with Management or Tour Manager)  

- 4 beds in private accommodation 
- towels and bedsheets for the persons travelling 
- Easy access to bathroom only for the band (Not hostell type)  
- Shower only for the band (Not hostell type)  
- Welcome us with a local person for the house, not just a key for a place.  
- Kitchen for making breakfast or other meals  
- No hut or tents, we travel too much to have a bad night sleep.  
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Backstage hospitality: 
 
Comfortable chairs and table for minimum 5 people  
A table and fridge for food, snacks and drinks  
Suitable area for warming up voices and guitars without interrupting other artists or crew  
Please mark special wishes with the bands name if we share the backstage with others.  
 
4 bottles of water ON STAGE, without bubbles and taste  
4 bottles of water BACKSTAGE, without bubbles and taste  
4 redbulls  
4 black towels  
Some sodas and snacks  
Cutted Fruits on a plate 
Tea and coffee with sugar and milk 
Chocolate  
Some beers, wine or cider with glasses  
 
Food and drinks: 
 
-Every day at travel we need some food. Please provide all the meals a band  on tour needs, 
to make the band happy. If there is a glass of wine, beer or cider to enjoy for dinner or lunch 
they will appreciate that.  
-The band has a No alcohol policy when playing for youths festivals or other alcohol free 
events.  
-Please don't serve pizza or fast food 
-One member of the band is vegan, please provide a meal that are not just a salad 
Ask us if any questions! 
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Travel:  
 
We are flexible travellers, but most likely we like to sit on a plane.  
Here is the information we normaly send out for travel agencies for festivals.  
 
Ole Martin Bjerke - From airport Torp (Skien, Norway)  
Christer Gundersen - From airport Torp (Skien, Norway)  
Simen Sandnes - From airport Kjevik (Kristiansand, Norway)  
Ole Gunnersen - From airport Gardermoen (Oslo, Norway)  
 
Please contact us for further information such as birth dates or other alternatives.  
We like to approve the travel plan before the final ordering. 
Please request our travel fill-in scheme integrated in our booking system to plan the travel 
for the band directly into our system.  
 
  
Photo/Video: 
 
All photo and video material from concert needs be sent to management for aproval and for 
the band free use in social media, promotion for band or similar non-profit use. Please set us 
in contact with camera crew for best planning of photage of the concerts. We provide full 
setlists with extra information for camera crew to get the best shoots. Therefore we also want 
the free use for the cooperation. Costs for video or pictures should normally be covered by 
the promoter.  
Sharing sites as dropbox can be sent and shared to jorgen@ksbooking.no  
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Hotel information:  
 
In advance for the gig please send us the information as followed:  
 
Information and address for the hotel:  
Hotell Standard: 
Type of Room:  
Reservation name:  
Food and drinks included the hotel: 
Check in / check out: 
Time for breakfast and/or other meals:  
 
Arrival and departure plan:  
 
We would like to have the following information in advance.  
 
Contact person for travel coordination:  
Phone/Mail:  
Drivers name and phone number:  
Pickup plan:  
Transportation plan between venue and hotel:  
Transportation plan to airport: 
(Driver day 2 and number): 
(Pickup plan day 2): 
 
Extras: 
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